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Unparalleled Tragedy – Flood Takes the Toll – 

An Appeal for Assistance on behalf of 

Bishop Alex Vadakumthala, Bishop of Kannur Diocese 

The Context:- 

Kerala the southernmost state of India goes through the most devastating period of its history. The 

incessant rains from the last few weeks very specially from August 10th has battered the state in all 

respects.   All the 42 dams in the state, on which we were depending for hydro electric energy, had to 

be opened simultaneously which caused to the flooding of 40 rivers and this led to the inundation of 

nearly all of central Kerala making people from the low lying areas to run for their lives leaving 

everything. What is tragic is that a good number of people never believed that water will reach their 

houses and so they did not vacate the houses and reach the temporary camps. Even when we type out 

these words there are people appealing from various places for rescue as their houses are either sunk 

or almost sunk. What is more fearful is that as there has been no supply electricity and the phone 

have run out of power disabling people even to message out  for rescue.  

We also have mudslides and landslides in many places of the state and many have lost their lives in 

this too. The high density of population in the plains and the necessity of cultivation in the hilly areas 

have made people to bring about land modification in some of the ecologically sensitive areas. The 

unexpected and continuous heavy showers have caused havoc and in certain areas hills have come 

down sweeping with it the human abodes and the cultivated land. The damages are too much for the 

people to take as it has jeopardized their livelihood. 

By the grace of God the death toll was around three hundred only thanks to the timely rescue work.  

However enormous number of cattle flock and more than three hundred thousand of poultry animals, 

on which many of the people were depending for their livelihood, also lost their lives.   

What is Being Done: - The Government, the Church, the Security forces, the various Non 

Governmental Organizations and numerous volunteers, especially from the fisher folk, have rose to 

the occasion and have gone on round the clock operations for rescue and relief work. More than a 

billion people were brought to the various relief camps set up in temporary places and are given the 

essentials like food, clothes and essential medical care.  By this day two million people are sent back 

and still there are eight million people in the camps. 

Participation of the Diocese of Kannur in relief works: 

1. Supply of Essentials:   

➢ The Bishop himself led teams of people with relief materials including food items (rice 40 

kilograms for family, other provisions, toilet articles, new clothes, bed sheets etc) to places 

called Parakapara, Kolithattu, Arabi and Karikottakkiry in Kannur District.  More than fifty 
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families were given support.  Preliminary monetary support also were given to those who lost 

their houses and family members. 

➢ From our Cathedral parish Two full trucks food materials, clothes and other essentials were 

send to the southern areas like Alwaye and Chalakudy which took severe beating of the 

weather 

➢ The diocesan Social Service Orgaization – KAIROS-, diocesan estate, Our College, and 

good number of parishes have mobilized several trucks full of food items and other 

essentials and has supplied the same in Southern parts of the state like Kottapuram, 

Koonammavu and Paravoor area, one of the worst affected areas. 

2. Volunteers Band for Cleaning of Houses and the Affected Area: - All the houses are 

practically filled with silt even up to one foot and more therefore the cleaning work is tough 

and tedious.  Left to themselves the families cannot do it easily.  Realizing this the diocese 

has organized more than 100 of our youth from the Youth Movements, good number of 

people from the Social Service department and other lay associations  and send them to 

various places like Pizala, Mulampally, Kadamahudy, Chennur etc in Ernakulam area which 

is morethan 500 Kms away from here.  They have done yeomen service in these area by way 

of cleaning 

3. Mobilization of Funds: - A circular was send to all the churches and institutions to mobilize 

collections for the victims. In all these places they have cancelled all the celebrations of 

Onam – the most popular harvest festival of the state – and  most of our schools also 

cancelled all the celebrations and have routed all the money for relief work. They have 

contributed such money mainly to the relief and distress fund of the District and state 

administration in response to the appeal of the Government.. 

4. Collaboration with the District and State Administration for Relief Work: - We have 

extended our support to the District administration and state administration for the massive 

relief work that is to be carried out. The authorities had met us too to make sure of our 

collaboration. We will be routing a part of our collection through this. 

Rehabilitation – the Great Challenge Ahead:- 

Many of these people have to start from a ‘zero’.  Whatever they have earned in a life time is 

totally lost. As people have lost their houses, cultivation land, means of livelihood and the various 

belongings the whole rehabilitation process is going to be a long journey. With the limited resources 

of the Government and the hitch up of the administration logic we do have a serious supplementary 

role to fulfill. 
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 Request for Collaboration:- 

We could go for the rescue and relief work practically with our own resources, but for the resource 

intensive Rehabilitation work we certainly need the assistance of people and organizations which 

have the philanthropic commitment. The needs are varied and the resources at our disposal are very 

limited. Our Diocesan Social Service Team will coordinate the rehabilitation work as per the various 

needs of the places and people affected. 

Our diocese is directly obliged to take care of those affected in our parishes and in the immediate 

surroundings irrespective of religion. We have to purchase land for those who have got the land 

devastated, supplement the Govt. subsidy to build houses, repair the ones that can be repaired, 

redeem the land for cultivation, supply live stocks for livelihood, help them to purchase lost house 

hold articles and study materials for children. 

We need to organize a fund equivalent to more than 200,000.00 U.S dollar.  

If your resources do not permit with any specific project interventions, perhaps you can contribute to 

a general pool which can actualize certain projects that will reconstruct the area.   

If the Spirit of the Lord moves you to stretch out a helping hand to these brethren of yours please 

contact us.  Your help will give back their lives. 

Our Lord says “Whatever you do to the least of my brethren you do it unto me” 

Your generous support may be sent to: 

Bank Details: 

Name of the Account:  Diocese of Kannur 

Account  No:        0133053000004320 

Bank Address :            The South Indian Bank Limited 

       P.B.No.41, Swadeshi Shopping Complex 

       Bank Road, Kannur – 67010, Kerala, India 

IFSC Code:         SIB 0000133 

Swift Code:          SOININ 55  

FCRA NO:                   052830146 

 

Fr. George Painadath 

Procurator. 

           


